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IV.-A THEORY OF PERSONALITY.
BY WINCENTY LurostAwsxi.
I. SELF AND PEBSONALITY.
MY first elementary knowledge of myself, when I began to
distinguish myself from others, was the ordinary representa-
tion of a body moving in space, and animated by mind.
Mind and body, however, were not yet clearly distinguished
from each other, and activities of the mind were credited to
the body or to its parts, as when we sp6ak usually of a feeling
heart or of a thinking brain. Many educated persons, and
even distinguished thinkers, if their thought is chiefly directed
towards material appearances, have no deeper knowledge of
themselves than children.
Moral pain, the habit of contemplation, and, to a certain
extent, also the study of the history of human thought and
action, have led me, like many others, to distinguish more
clearly the body from the mind, and to recognise the think-
ing and feeling subject from within as a spiritual being, as a
real things or as philosophers say, a substance, and as the
first original model of every conception of other existing
things.
The great difficulty of expressing in any foreign language
the particular conception of one's own reality has been ex-
perienced by those who, writing in English on Sanskrit
thought, used the term At man, as having another meaning
than the Self, the Ego, the spirit, or the souL In the Polish
language we have the peculiar term join, which also has no
exact equivalent in English, though it may be rendered by
Self. Here I shall use the term Self in the meaning of the
Polish term, in order to avoid the introduction into an Eng-
lish text of a foreign word containing two letters unknown to
the English alphabet. But this Self, as I understand it, is
much less abstract than the Self of English writers or the
Atman of Sanskrit thinkers. It is the full reality of a con-
scious subject, with all his thoughts, feelings, wishes, and
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perceptions. All these contents of consciousness are events
happening in me, in my own Self, not in my body, though I
perceive appearances through the organs of my senses, and
though I may will and produce external events in the material
world of appearances, perceived through the senses. I remain
myself despite all the variations of the contents of my con-
sciousness.
A further step in the development of my knowledge of my-
self was the absolute and indestructible certainty of the inevi-
table persistence of my Self after the dissolution of my body.
This certainty is different from mere beliefs as well as from
inferences obtained by discursive reasoning. Belief in im-
mortality is based on the personal testimony of those who
know somehow that they are immortal This knowledge is
not similar to any other knowledge of facts or relations. In
my experience, as in the spiritual experience of many others,
it has been a sudden revelation {i^aL^vrft, Plato, Bymp., 210«),
coming after years of mere thinking on this matter, and of
believing the testimony of others. I knew at that time (1885)
most of the arguments for immortality advanced by thinkers
and believers. But they did not then appear to me to be
definitively convincing. Suddenly came immediate intuitive
certainty, with the evidence of mathematical axioms, and it
came to stay. My certainty that I am and shall be, whatever
happens to my body or my mind, since it came, has never dis-
appeared for a single moment, neither in the waking state,
nor in dreams, neither in health, nor in illness.
I know from books that this sudden discovery of the ab-
solute existence of one's Self as a Being independent of the
body has been made by many others. If it is genuine it leads
to a permanent and continuous consciousness of one's inde-
structibility. It has been called by the Polish philosopher,
Wroriski, autocriation, as it starts a new relation to one's
body and mind, different from the mental attitude of the vast
majority of men having mere beliefs, or endeavouring to
reach a knowledge of real existence by reasoning.
In 1894 I had a conversation on this subject with Prot
Henry Sidgwick, who was so much impressed by my attitude,
that he attempted to give to the readers of MIND (October,
1894) an account of this talk (A Dialogue on Time and Com-
mon Sense). But he admits himself that when he tried to
write down this talk he had forgotten too much of it, so that
he had to allow imagination to supplement the defects of
memory " trying to preserve the general attitude of our minds
towards each other ' . But to me his account of my attitude
proves that he did not understand me at all, and I was amazed
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at the possibility of such a complete misunderstanding.1 If
such i Highly intelligent thinker as Henry Sidgwick, with
his wide learn ng, could not understand a veiy common
young man, full of his discovery of concrete real existence,
then there is no hope of a general recognition of this experi-
ence, limited as it is to a minority of psychologists and theo-
logians.
The majority of my readers will consider my discovery as
a subjective illusion. But a persistent illusion, which lasts
throughout life, is at least a psychological fact, and deserves
the attention even of those who never had it. There is a
great difference between the mental attitude of those who
have such an absolute and lasting certainty of their own ex-
istence—(it seems to have been reached already by many dis-
ciples of Pythagoras and Plato)—and those who have no
such certainty.
However rare this certainty is, it is not yet the last stage
in the development of the intuitive knowledge of one's Self.
The final consecration of this continuous and permanent con-
sciousness of one's real existence is the further discovery of
our pre-existence. Pre-existence does not follow as a rational
consequence from immortality. Many believers in immortality
shrink from pre-existence as from a terrible heresy. Argu-
ments in favour of pre-existence are leds decisive than the
usual proofs of immortality. There is a widely spread preju-
dice that pre-existence has been condemned by the Roman
Church, and the great majority of Catholic priests believe in
this condemnation, for which, however, I could not obtain
any proof from the most eminent professors of the Catholic
universities of Louvain and Fnbourg.
For me the subjective certainty of pre-existence is parallel
to the certainty of immortality, and it is not a conclusion
from any line of argument. I know that I have existed be-
fore this life, either on earth as man, or elsewhere in similar
conditions. This knowledge is for me not less evident than
any mathematical axiom, and needs no proof. It is the
foundation for many other convictions, and the explanation
of many difficulties ; it does not contain the slightest difficulty
for my mind. I reached this certainty later than the certainty
of immortality, but since I reached it, more than thirty years
ago, I have never lost it for a single moment. And so far
as I know the number of those who 6hare this certainty is
rapidly growing on earth. All the great Polish poets and
thinkers during the nineteenth century had it: Wrorfski,
1
 He did not even understand that it was not fair to call a Pol* •
Russian professor because he taught at a Ruxsian university.
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Gieszkowski, Trentowski, Towiaiiski, Mickiewicz, Krasirlski,
Siowacki, Goazczyrfski, Wyspianski—to mention only the
greatest.
My eternal existence as a true Self has its experimental
limitations owing to my close connexion with a body. It is
not certain that a Self mast always be incarnated in a body,
bat it is highly probable that each human being has experi-
enced many incarnations. The incarnated Self lives in a set
of conditions ; and personality implies the sura of these con-
ditions. A person is an incarnated Self considered in all its
relations to the external world and to its own past and
destiny. A person owning body and mind depends for the
conditions of its existence on ihe total heredity of the cbo3en
body and on the acquired experience of the incarnated Self.
Whatever I have ever had as contents of my consciousness
may be under certain circumstances recalled to my memory;
and, even when forgotten, the past experience of my Self has
an influence on my present state and on my ability to feel,
to think and to act in a certain way, which characterises my
individuality. Thus my actual condition is due to a double
line of influences: the succession of bodies from which
descends my body, and the succession of mental states which
my Self has experienced in past incarnations.
The Self is not by itself a person : it is only so in given condi-
tions of dependence on a part of the external world, with the
possibility of influence on the immediate environment The
person has therefore not the same permanent identity of
substance as the Self. Each Self 'creates by incarnation a
succession of persons. Even within one incarnation, despite
the continuity of one and the same body, the same Self can
create different successive persons, like an actor who plays
different characters on the stage of a theatre. Something of
this kind happens in real life whenever an act of will or an
external influence causes a thorough change in the personal
conditions. Thus a girl sometimes completely changes her
personality by marriage, especially if she marries very much
above her rank, or if she gives up a creative original activity
in order to devote herself to her husband and her children.
She remains the same Self, but many personal conditions,
as for instance name, wealth and position, are changed.
Not all the personal conditions of the same Self can be thus
changed within one incarnation. For instance we cannot
change our physical sex, nor can a thoroughly stupid person
become clever or wise. A great poet like Dante or Shakes-
peare could not easily become a truly great statesman, though
both have said many truo things on statesmanship. We
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tave seen recently an eminent Polish musician fail completely
when he attempted to rule his country as Poland's Prime
Minister. Sometimes the same man succeeds in living several
different lives in the same incarnation, as for instance a gifted
painter who during the war became a famous general.
Personal existence has a variety of conditions which deter-
mine the activity of the Self. The classification and defi-
nition of these conditions or marks of personality is an
important problem of metaphysics, and if we wish to under-
stand thoroughly personal existence we must distinguish what
•depends on the essential quality of the Self from what is
given to that Self by its particular place in .space and time
and by its relations to other Selves and persons A com-
plete characterisation of a person is only possible if we are
able to enumerate all the conditions or relations which cause
this person to differ from all other persons. Therefore we
have to ask what makes human beings different from each
other and how many kinds of human existence are possible ">
The answer to this question will lead us to understand the
<»uses which determine the individual destiny of each Self
in each incarnation and the succession of different persons
animated by the identical Self.
A correct classification of human conditions or of the marks
of human personality has, besides its mataphysical import-
ance, also moral and social applications. It enables us, for
instance, to judge the value of the current doctrine of class
"warfare. -Whether workmen and capitalists are really
•different classes of mankind depends on what principle of
classification we adopt and what differences we consider as
the most important.
The conditions of personal existence depend either on the
•Self and its past experience or on the body and its inherit-
ance. They may be permanent, as for instance Bex, or
-variable as for instance age, wealth, and health. Some of
them appear to be innate, as for instance genius, other con-
ditions seem to be the goal of many efforts, as for instance
education, or moral perfection.
A great variety of opinions is possible on the subject of the
true classification of men, based on the distinction of the
real conditions or marks ot personality. I fail to find in
English a quite convenient term to design these qualities or
conditions of personal existence and I do not remember any
attempt at their complete enumeration, definition, and classi-
fication. Whenever I have asked anybody in how many
•ways a human being may differ from others I have noticed
ithat this problem has escaped the attention of the students
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of human life. If I am mistaken, I shall be^  very grateful for
the indication of such investigations. My own classification
of sixteen chief marks of personality will be tbVnnal oatcome
of this inquiry into the meaning which each particular mark,
condition or quality has for individual destiny.
II . SBX AS A MABK OF P B B S O N A U T Y .
The most obvious difference between human beings con-
sidered in their variety is the difference of Sex; the first
question to be asked about a person whose conditions of life
we wish to understand thoroughly, is whether it is a man or
a woman. A general theory of personality must therefore
explain the true meaning of sex.
At first sight it might appear that the whole difference of
sex depends only on the shape and function of the organs of
reproduction. Reproduction being one of the many functions
of life and not inevitable in every individual life, it would seem
that sexual difference is not essential, as many human beings
live without ever using their organs of reproduction and with-
out even being aware of them. When I pray or study, I seem
to be simply a human being, neither man nor woman. The
most properly human activities are common to both sexes.
There is not a single thought, no kind of emotion, no ideal of
human activity, which could not be common to persons of both
sexes; and every possible experience of one sex can be fully
understood and assimilated by the other sex. The very
existence of reproduction can be entirely forgotten for weeks,
months, and years by those who are engaged in intense in-
tellectual work or in spiritual contemplation of the highest
realities.
From such a point of view the sexual difference seems to
disappear, or to be of the same secondary importance as any
other purely physical difference—for instance, the difference
of height or weight or muscular strength. For certain special
purposes all these differences are very important, but they are
not essential in the sense of a general classification of the
marks of human personality. Is not sex also such a difference,
which is only important for a special purpose, that of repro-
duction ? We may ask besides whether reproduction has to
be looked upon as an absolute and general necessity or merely
as a temporary remedy for the imperfection and decay of our
bodies, due to an ancient calamity known as the fall of man
or original sin in Our religious tradition ?
Such questions might arise if we limit our knowledge of
sex to the facts of reproduction, which in themselves are not
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peculiarly human, as there is such a close analogy between
the reproduction of human beings and that of unimiQn But
outside the narrow limits of biology there is a vast field of
sexual experience which is properly human and we cannot
fathom the mystery of sex without referring to that wider
spiritual experience. One of the most manly men in human
history, Dante, met a woman a few times in his life, and
described his experience in his Vita Nuova. Much later,
towards the close of his life, in the ripest and greatest of his
works, he still considers Beatrice as more closely related to
him than his wife, by whom he had several children. His
marriage appears to him, when he speaks to the world at
large and to the most remote posterity in his immortal poem,
as an infidelity against his first lova
This contrast between the spiritual reality of love and the
material link of marriage is not an isolated experience
peculiar to the great Italian poet. It permeates the whole
of human life and literature and it shows that sexual ex-
perience is by no means limited to the facts of copulation
and reproduction.
Moreover, on the highest plane of spiritual life, in the
mystic experience of the immediate contact of men and
women with their Creator, again the sexual difference mani-
fests its power, even when we compare the confessions of
men and women so closely related to each other as, for
instance, Theresa of Avila and John of the Cross. Both
being equally indifferent to physiological reproduction they
still remain male and female, and every page written by one
or the other of these great Carmelites is easily recognised as
masculine or feminine. Both agree with Solomon and other
mystics in their habit of using images taken from sexual love
in order to explain their mystic experience of djvine love.
If we look at the widest range of sexual experience, in-
cluding not only what has found an expression in literature
or art, but also the infinite variety of individual destinies
shaped by sexual relations or impressions, if we take into
consideration that there are many other sexual relations
than the intercourse between lovers or between husband and
wife, then we are led to the conclusion that sexual onesided-
ness is one of the most fundamental limitations of Self, con-
stituting its personality, and that every human being remains
under the spell of this strange onesidedness throughout life,
even though he be entirely unaware of it.
The body being an expression of the soul, a symbol of
spiritual reality, the bodily sexual difference corresponds to a
fundamental spiritual difference and cannot be limited to the
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single function of reproduction. If our knowledge of the
human body were deeper, even a single hair taken from any
part of the body would betray the sex of the person to whom
it belonged. The difference between the organs of repro-
duction is only more evident and known because we have
had special motives to study it. But every other organ in
the human body will manifest its sexual character when
physiological investigation has gone far enough. For the
present we are unable to define these sexual differences
otherwise than, perhaps, by certain averages of the dimen-
sions of the whole body and its parts. Every dimension may
be found in both sexes, but the average will be different for
each sex.
In order to reach a definition of the spiritual aspect of
sexual difference we have first to decide whether we consider
this difference as a permanent Btate of the innermost Self, or
as only a condition resulting from incarnation. Am I a
man because my pre-existent and immortal Self received
from my parents a masculine body, or have I myself built
a masculine body out of the matter furnished by my parents,
because I am a masculine Self? And if I am a masculine
Self, is this masculinity something that can never be changed,
or only a passing phase of my spiritual existence ?
Such questions are not likely to be asked by everybody.
Most men do not care to know such things or they do not
admit the possibility of such knowledge. Most of us have
not even a clear reminiscence of onr own past lives and it is
still more difficult to ascertain the past lives of others. With-
out such a memory how could we pretend to know the
eternal destiny of our Selves and the mystery of sexual
differences in body and mind ?
We must here follow the same method as in every other
investigation of reality. Every science is based on intuitive
guesses which are verified by some kind of objective experi-
ence. Conformity with the experience of our senses is the
test of physical hypothesis. 3 u t there is a vast field of
spiritual experience not less evident than the experience of
the senses. Dante's love of Beatrice was to him a fact not
K'ss than the colour of her eyes, though everybody could see
the colour of those eyes, while very few men can understand
such a love or have themselves experienced similar feelings.
It is true that only very few human beings obtain an
absolute certainty, first, of their immortality, then of their
pre-existence, and finally of their sexual destiny. Bat an
intuitive certainty as to their sexual past is possible for those
who earnestly strive to know the truth about themselves. 1
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know for certain, and with the same degree of unchanging
certainty as I know of my immortality and pre-existence,
that my actual masculine sex is not imposed upon me from
without by the conditions of my conception in this particular
incarnation. It is my own work and corresponds to a pre-
existent state of my own Self, which, however, was not
always the same; and I know that in my eternal past I have
experienced both sexes, though certainly not in such alter-
nation that after each masculine life a feminine life should
be the rule. I do not know whether I need ever be a woman
again, but I am jertain that I have been many times a
womaa There is nothing in the life of woman totally
foreign to my own Self.
Such a subjective certainty is a psychological fact which,
as the testimony of a single individual, might be a personal
illusion. But if it is a genuine and spontaneous certainty it
is as permanent throughout life, when once reached, as the
similar certainties of immortality and pre-existence.
I distinguish the genuine experience of such certainties
from the ordinary belief in the testimony of others. Such
beliefs are opinions which may be imparted to suggestible
people but also lost by them. The genuine intuition is a
permanent acquisition reached by meditation and contempla-
tion which reveal to us the mystery of our own real being.
A definite knowledge of one's self is the metaphysical explan-
ation of the possibility of every other knowledge of anything
else, and it stands as open as the evidence of the senses to
all those who seriously endeavour to attain it For those
who have no such experience the testimony of one who has
it is simply a hypothesis which can be tested by the wider
objective experience of sexual life.
Let us, therefore, formulate this general hypothesis which
will help us to account for the facts of sexual life. Each Self
experiences alternately, in phases which last much longer
than any single human life, two opposite spiritual states
which within our earthly existence manifest themselves in
bodies of opposite sex. These alternate phases of the spirit
follow each other according to an inward determination, as
the consequence of some original deviation from equilibrium,
like the oscillations of a pendulum. This original deviation
is what is called the fall of man. It has been brought about
by ourselves. At each stage we may be more or less distant
from equilibrium, and the process which tends towards the
opposite state goes on during incarnation, so that a male
spirit, having built a male body, may in it3 inward growth
during the same incarnation reach spiritual femininity, and
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the reverse. This explains how it happens that we know
women with a male spirit and men similar to women.
The difference of sex is Known to as by intimate experience
and cannot be stated in terms of any other order. There is
no virtue or vice peculiar to one sex exclusively of the other;
whatever can be said of men or women in general will in
particular cases apply to the opposite sex. Even the defini-
tion of masculinity as predominance of activity or of femi-
ninity as predominance of receptivity will not exactly fit all
the individual cases. There are very active women and very
passive men. Neither is courage the monopoly of man nor
purity the privilege of woman, though great courage is more
frequent among men and perfect purity among women. The
tendency to define sex by something else or to explain the
sexual difference by a combination of other qualities is not
compatible with a full and clear understanding that sex is a
fundamental mark of personality, rooted in an essential state
of the incarnating spirit
The sexeB are really different and opposite classes of man-
kind. There is an agelong opposition between them and a
real warfare, the most genuine class warfare in human life.
The predominance of muscular strength in primitive social
conditions has kept women terrified and enslaved. Every
growth of civilisation means emancipation of women from
sheer masculine brutality and increases their influence on
social and political life. Women, when they have obtained
in every respect equality of opportunities a.nd of rights, will
still remain women and they will not avail themselves of all
their victories. For ages they have freely devoted more time
and industry to music and still they have not produced a
single musical composer equal to the greatest male musicians.
Even the most feminine musical genius (Chopin) has taken
a male body for his incarnation. If our parliaments were
filled with ladies, it is not likely that a great statesman
would arise out of their ranks. Whenever a spirit comes to
this life with original creative faculties, he appears as a male.
Genius is essentially masculine and even great talent is found
oftener in men than in women. We might explain this by the
actual social condition of mankind, in which men still prevail.
If, however, there is somewhere a world ruled by women,
it is not at all likely to follow the masculine fancy of Aris-
tophanes. On the contrary such a world would be probably
a better world than ours. Women generally are better than
men. They are less selfish; but they have also less in them
of their own and they need fecundation in body and mind by
men.
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Sexual attraction between men and women, from the
lowest concupiscence and carnal passion to the highest per-
fection of pure love, works for the diminution of sexual one-
eidednesa, Carnality exhausts itself in man by loss of virility,
in women by maternity, in both sexes by disease resulting
from wrong indulgence. In love the lovers impregnate each
other with their opposite sexuality. Men acquire the feelings
of women and women masculine capacities. Widows have
often continued the work of their deceased husbands.
In the long struggle between the sexes there is one great
feminine victory due to Christianity: the ideal of indissoluble
marriage. If two beings of opposite sex, with the full under-
standing of what it means, join each other in a truly indissol-
uble union, they acquire a peculiar sexual experience, not
accessible to those who marry on the understanding that they
may divorce. Dissoluble unions are inferior, not only morally
bat also in the sense of mutual absolute possession (and
complete satisfaction of all the senses), to true indissoluble
marriage.
The modern agitation in favour of divorce is a misguided
aspiration towards the same ideal of indissoluble marriage.
People want to dissolve such unions as are not true marriages,
in order to enable everybody to meet the true partner for a
really indissoluble marriage. But they are not aware that
by overthrowing the public sanction of absolute indissolu-
bility they destroy precisely what they desire to obtain. A
divorced woman can never fully believe in the definitive
character of a new union, as those believe who take the risk
of a solemn affirmation and obligation of indissolubility,
without any possible recourse to law in order to justify or
mend their mistakes.
The indissolubility of marriage was unknown in pagan
antiquity. There remains even now a higher Btage of in-
dissolubility to be reached, beyond the claims of the Christian
Church. The Church sanctions a kind of polygamy in the
successive marriages of widows and widowers. Strict mono-
gamy and absolute indissolubility would give only one wife to
each husband in each life, as death should not be considered
a motive for divorce. We may go even one step further and
imagine the same feminine Self associated as wife to the same
masculine Self in successive lives. Finally such a close and
eternal relation of two spirits might exist that they should
have been to each other alternately husband or wife in
successive incarnations.
This is the logical development of the ideal of strict mono-
gamy and absolute indissolubility of marriage. Such a lasting
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link explains the perfection of certain marriages. A truly in-
dissoluble marriage excludes not only every infidelity, even
previous to the first meeting of the lovers, or posterior to the
death of one of them, but also every quarrel or serious dis-
sension. If such a perfectly indissoluble union did not exist
on earth, it would still remain the dream of all true lovers.
They wish to share mutually all their thoughts and feelings,
to guess rightly each other's minds, aud to meet naturally
and spontaneously each other's wishes. Such perfect love
has not only been imagined by poets, it is the final goal of
human sexual experience.
But the more we progress in this direction of absolute per-
fection of love and indissolubility of marriage, the less can we
expect such spiritual realities to be governed by external
legislation or enforced by the decrees of our judges. The law
cannot ensure love, and divorce legislation cannot annul truly
indissoluble marriage.
With the increasing perfection of social life public opinion
will esteem more and more those who commit no mistakes in
their sexual choice. But those unhappy beings who have
not yet reached such a level of sexual discrimination will in
such a society be able to get rid of insupportable partners
without shocking proceedings, by mutual consent and the
tacit acquiescence of the wise.
We cannot expect such an acquiescence as long as the
mistakes are frequent and the consequences cruel to children
and other innocent victims in a still very imperfect society.
We are responsible for all the consequences of our mistakes.
In each particular case many things should be carefully con-
sidered before the parents of a child dare to deprive it of all
that the common life of a family implies.
Endurance of an imperfect union may be the best prepara-
tion for the final discovery of the right partner in a future
incarnation. Those who have once made a mistake are
particularly liable to commit other mistakes and therefore no
safer advice can be given to them than the exhortation to
endure what they have brought upon themselves. Those few
who are certain of having discovered their true and definitive
destiny will neither ask advice nor listen to it.
The doctrine of counterparts, as attributed to Aristophanes
by Plato in the Symposium and later popularised by Sweden-
borg and Thomas Lake Harris, is not a passing fancy. It
has returned again and again with obstinate insistence since
the tale of Tristan and Isolde was first told. Its consequences
are very serious; for, if each of us has only one true counter-
part, we are bound to give up every other union, whatever
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the consequences may be to us or to others. This is the
romantic conception of love, justifying every breach of the
law and every infidelity to pledged faith.
On the other hand, if love is not such a transcendental and
absolute reality, if true marriage depends on the mutual good-
will of any two persons who understand the rules of the game,
then there is no need to break any existing bond as long as
we can improve it, and it would be silly to hope that a future
union will be happier at the cost of an avowed past failure.
This is the class'cal doctrine which condemns the romantic
view as a perverse invention of the evil spirit Social peace
and moral order seem to be safer in an unromantic world,
where the stability of sexual unions does not run the risk of
sudden revelations which overthrow every existing link and
obligation.
According to the current view the classical doctrine is
Christian and romantic madness is pagan. But the original
classical marriage of Greek or Hebrew antiquity has been
always essentially dissoluble, while indissolubility has been
introduced into the marriage laws by Christianity; and it is
nothing else than the legal expression of the romantic craving
for absolute union. Eomantic love is the spiritual justification
of Christian marriage. Christianity has established as uni-
versal law what had been thi highest voluntary experience
of exceptional lovers. The fulfilment of the Christian law is
humanly possible cnly under the condition of romantic love.
The miracle of such a love has been discovered by mediaeval
poets and confirmed by such enthusiasts as Swedenborg or
Thomas Lake Harris. A single example of positive ex-
perience is more decisive than thousands of failures which
appear to contradict such experience. Two lovers who are
certain that they were made by God for each other and for
nobody else, are more reliable witnesses than any number of
Don Juans who have sought their counterpart in vain and
have still gone on believing in final success against their
own experience.
But even if we grant that such reliable witnesses exist,
their testimony does not justify a sweeping generalisation.
They may be very rare exceptions and are likely to be such
exceptions, for perfect love can exist only between perfect
beings at a very high stage of personal development. Such
perfect beings will not easily break existing obligations even
if they have made a mistake in marrying the wrong person.
For the generality of mankind there is nothing lost if every-
body endures what he has brought upon himself by his own free
decision. Those exceptional beings who are fit to have a true
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counterpart are not likely to be deceived by rash decisions
into unholy unions or they will find a way out of such a wrong
union without doing harm to anybody.
Thus we can conciliate the classical and the romantic view
of love and marriage. Classical marriage, if faithfully kept,
prepares romantic lore in a future incarnation, or is the out-
ward form of an existing romantic love.
The difference of sex influences also other human relations
besides love and marriage, namely friendship, fatherhood,
motherhood, and brotherhood. There is the possibility of
pure friendship between persons of different sex, which will
not lead to exclusive love and will still be a feeling different
from friendship between persons of the same sex. The full
growth of such friendships free from temptations appears to
be conditioned by the experience of true exclusive love which
feels no jealousy. Only those who have found their love can
peacefully enjoy innocent friendships with the other sex.
Otherwise every such friendship is threatened by the sudden
revelation of love which spoils its purity.
The real differentiation of sexual love and sexual friendship
presupposes the emancipation from superficial sensual attach-
ments which are not exclusive. There is a succession of
degrees in sexual experience which starts by animal carnality
and ends in true love distinguished from pure sexual friend-
ship. That so many men still disbelieve in such friendship
proves only that they are equally ignorant of true exclusive
love and see in every woman a possible mistress.
The relation between father and daughter or mother and
son implies true friendship and something besides which is
sexual fatherhood and sexual motherhood. A father loves
his daughter otherwise than his son, but such a differentiation
of sexual feelings is the ripe fruit of a long growth of the
souL
Also the relation between brother and sister differs from
the brotherhood prevailing between persons of the same sex.
No definition of these feelings is possible and very few in-
dividuals experience them fully. They are not a necessary
consequence of the common origin of two persons from the
same parents, as physiological brotherhood does not necessar-
ily imply spiritual brotherhood, and this last is possible also
without consanguinity.
The influence of sex permeates not only all personal
relations between persons of different sex, but also every
manifestation of human activity. Men and women are able
to do the same things in a different way and we require a
wide experience of life with a deep consciousness of sex to
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appreciate this diversity, which confirms the hypothesis that
sexual difference has its root in a pre-existent state of the
Self and not in the structure of our bodies.
The form of the body is a symbolic expression of those
spiritual realities which appear as masculine expansion and
feminine receptivity, or virile strength and virginal beauty.
There are degrees of sexuality in body and mind and a person
may be more or less manly or womanly, in spirit as well as
in the body. The body does not always correspond exactly
to the spirit, because we have such bodies as are the expression
of oui spirit at the time of conception, with the limitations
imposed by the chosen ancestry. The spirit builds the body
out of the blood furnished by the parents and every builder
is hampered by the imperfection of the materials used.
Conception depends on a peculiar relation of three spirits,
those of the parents and the incarnating Self. Only when
true love unites the parents can a Self of the highest kind
accept their body. Imperfect unions of selfish and carnal
people furnish the opportunity for the incarnation of lower
spirits. The emotional and spiritual attitude of the parents
towards each other and towards God in their union has a
greater influence on the character of their children than
physical heredity. Parents who are aware of this may
attract towards their bodies by humble prayer and faith, in
unselfish devotion, the highest kind of incarnating spirits,
who come down on earth not because they crave for sensual
life, but because they wish and intend to serve and to help
others by improving the conditions of human life on earth.
This incarnation of the highest spirits, of men of genius
and of Saints, has been usually worked unconsciously by
pious parents united in true love and guided by higher
inspiration. Conscious striving for such a fecundation trans-
forms deeply the marriage relation and may be considered as
the highest human Art, as it calls into being not images or
symbols like the other arts, but living persons, incarnated
spirits. They receive a strong and beautiful body from their
loving parents and they give them heavenly bliss ; for there
is no joy greater than the rejoicing of a father or a mother at
their children's attainments, if their whole life was directed
towards this goal.
How such a result can be obtained those who are united in
a consciously indissoluble union for mutual help towards
ideal perfection learn easily by claiming boldly from above
the necessary inspiration and acting up to the light which is
never denied to them. They will be guided from step to step
in their endeavours; and every pair of lovers entering this
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noble competition will be amply rewarded for their unselfish
devotion and their repudiation of vulgar gratifications.
If our human sexual life is thus explained by the con-
ception of a spiritual sexuality pre-existing to its bodily
expression, there arises the difficulty of explaining how
it is possible that sexual life extends beyond and below
humanity, while we cannot credit animals with the spiritu-
ality of human loves. Sexual life in beings lower than man-
kind seems to throw a singular light on human sexual life
which in external appearances sometimes resembles closely
that of lower animals.
The only way out of tnis difficulty is the supposition that
what we know as the evolution from the lower to the higher
forms of the body is not a primitive process, but a con-
sequence of a previous fall of the spirit. Thus though, in the
history of our earth, life seems- to have risen from animality
to humanity, humanity is older in the universe than animality
and there is truth in the tradition that the creation of angels
has preceded the creation of man._
Therefore we are right in interpreting the sexuality of
animals by human sexual experience, not the reverse. In
every fecundation a spirit precedes the body and is builder
of the body. The sexual difference in the animal world has
the same fundamental meaning as in the human world, only
heredity dominates much more the generation of animals,
without excluding the possibility of feelings and strivings in
animal consciousness which are akin to human experience
and imply an obscure tendency towards the recovery of the
lost equilibrium, a tendency which is at the bottom of the
mystery of sexual differentiation.
The future equilibrium, as the last goal, need not be the
same as the lost equilibrium or the stirting point of sexual
life. In this future equilibrium sexual difference may still
persist; and the Catholic cult of the Virgin, which is also a
manifestation of sexual consciousness in the believers, would
thus find its justification.
Sex would be then the result of a felix culpa, which, how-
ever, for its atonement does not require the annulment of
this duality of being, which is known to us as sexual life.
The mere onesidedness of sex may be overcome otherwise
than by the monotony of asexuality and the whole of human
sexual experience would then appear as a device of God for
the gradual extinction of our selfishness by showing us in the
opposite sex an object of our most immediate and spon-
taneous love.
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